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Introduction (1/2)
Catherine of Aragon (1485-1536) came to England to be the bride
for Arthur, Prince of Wales, but had to live withdrawn and as a
virtual prisoner of her father-in-law, Henry VII, after the unexpected
death of the prince in 1502.
Catherine started using ciphers in 1507 in her correspondence with
King Ferdinand, her father. At that time, the use of ciphers was not
common at the English court (see the author's online article [1]).
Henry VII died in April 1509 and the late prince's brother, now King
Henry VIII, married Catherine in June 1509.
On November 1st, 1509, Henry wrote to King Ferdinand, reporting,
among others, pregnancy of the Queen (CSP, vol.II, p.24), saying
"Your daughter, her Serene Highness the Queen, our dearest
consort, has conceived in her womb a living child and is right heavy
therewith."
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Introduction (2/2)
On November 18th, 1509, King Ferdinand wrote to Catherine of
Aragon (CSP Vol.II, p.25).
On November 28th (?), 1509, King Ferdinand wrote to Catherine
of Aragon (CSP Vol.II, p.29), acknowledging the receipt of
Catherine's letters of October 12th and November 3rd and 4th.
This may provide a crib for the challenge ciphertext.
On November 28th (?), 1509, King Ferdinand wrote to Catherine's
confessor (CSP Vol.II, p.30), acknowledging the receipt of his letter
of November 5th.
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Challenge

Your task is to decrypt Catherine of Aragon's letter from November
3rd, 1509 to King Ferdinand, available online at the Spanish
archives [2].
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Additional Information
The cipherext is followed by a cleartext, which begins with:
"Suplyco a Vuestra Alteza que me perdone porque las cyfras no van
de my mano, que my yndespusycyon me quyta el tyenpo que para
escrevyllas e menester. Y por ser tanto y por no azer mas esperar al
correo, yze a my confesor y chancyller que las yzyese" (the
transcription is taken from [3]).
According to this apology of not writing the ciphertext by her own,
this cleartext is not a decipherment of the ciphertext.
Spanish ciphers used at the time are described in the author's
online article [4].
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